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Abstract: The strategies of oligopoly firms usually pull high sales since price rigidity is the watch word, while 

none price strategies such as advertisement, marketing, personal selling, distribution, branding and club card  

with constant. While, the rivalry depends on price elasticity of demand with the gradient lied in kinked demand 

graph in the work. And the threat of entry usually high in the UK grocery market with Tesco firm possessing 

high opportunity in the industry over rivals.   

 

I. Introduction to Tesco Company Plc. 
Tesco Plc., founded in 1919 by Jack Cohen and based in Cheshunt UK. Tesco and its subsidiaries on 

grocery retails sales primarily:  food, clothing and electrical products and as a merchandise firms. Others 

includes: retail banking, financial insurance services, and data analysis, distribution and property operations. 

The Company operates in UK, China, Czech Republic, The republic of Ireland, India, Malaysia, Poland, 

Slovakia, South Korea, Thailand, Turkey, and US. Tesco sells approximately 5,000 retail stores and through the 

internet’s (Nationwide, 2012).  The business grown over the years. (Rugman and Collinson, 2012) inferred, that 

approach of consumers on products and services, depend on what the consumer actually wants and is certain 
about, decisions made by consumers are rational, and are tailored toward utility derivation. Tesco strategies 

apart from increasing or reducing price: price rigidity:  these strategies edge Tesco over its competitors. Tesco’s 

non-pricing, strategies includes: Advertisement, Strategic Marketing, the Club Card, and Strategic Sales, 

Distributions, Marketing etc.  The irony of Oligopoly market is cost do not affect price in other to avoid ‘war’’ 

and low sales. This because the few firms in’price the industry depends on each other (interdependency), been 

the derive of oligopoly market (Tesco plc, 2012). While other area to analyze and discuss are: Market   Ratios, 

kinked and Oligopoly behaviors, actions of rivals in the market are: the UK Grocery size and Market 

Performance, Perfect Competition, Competition Commission and Tesco response, Pricing and Non-Pricing 

Strategies: Examples of ‘’the Big Price Drop Campaign’’ rivalry response, Demand Estimation in relation to 

Club Card and Tesco data collection through Club Card. Others are Demand Estimation and Theory of Demand, 

up to date Data on Sales and Price Performance for five (5) years: Data and Graph in London Stock Exchange of 
Tesco, Morrison’s and Sainsbury’s. While the main trend/movement in the Stock for the firm is briefly 

mentioned and compare with the relative Share Price Performance of FTSE ALL-Share index. 

However, Tesco Market Share for five (5) compare with other National Groceries such as Schwarz 

9.4% (Germany), Costco 9.1% (US), Kroger 7.1% and Tesco 6.7% (UK) and the work is concluded with the last 

aspect which addressed areas such as: Reasons for Tesco expansion abroad, entry strategies to international 

markets and other geographical region is considered. While diagrams and graphs were appropriately 

acknowledge and the reviewed concluded with list of references as sources. 
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UK Grocery   Market ending 30th September, 2012. 

 
Source: Kantar World Panel, ( 2012).    

 

Kantar world panel, (2012). Analysis   for 12 weeks ending 30th September, 2012. The UK Oligopoly 

Grocery Market Share is: Tesco 31.0%, Asda 17.5%, Sainsbury’s 16.5%, Morrison 11.4% respectively. The 

current Market Share of Tesco is higher, than its rival’s reasons are: few   Firms   in the UK grocery market 

serving many consumers, each Firm believes rivals will not respond to price increase and wouldn’t yield to price 

hike and barriers to entry into this market are high.  
  

1.2 Market Concentration Ratio:  
This measure the concentration of market share held by suppliers in the market. "It is the percentage of 

total market sales accounted for by a given number of leading firms." Thus firm concentration ratio is the total 

market share of firms with the largest market shares (About.com, 2012). The Market Concentration Ratio is 
Tesco= 7,226,084 + Asda= 4,146,122 + Sainsbury’s 3,859,792 + Morrison’s= 2,695,266 /100/23,490,80=76.3% 

The market concentration ratio Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury’s and Morrison’s is 76.3%.    

 

 
Source: Kantar world panel, (2012). 

 

1.3 Oligopoly. 

In this industry firms shares are highly concentrated. This market is best measure by market 

concentration ratios others includes: numbers of firms each in this market is Large relative to the total industry 

(interdependency features) and price rigidity are power in the market and ‘’fear of price war ‘’(Baye, 2010). 

 

1.3.1 Oligopoly theoretical characteristics. 

Interdependency is when price decision of one firm in the industry is consider by other firms (cross 

elasticity) increase or decrease to, ‘’avoid price war’’, few sellers in the industry and barrier to entry (difficult), 

identical, homogenous products exist in this market. While, Kinked demand, has no uniformity on the demand 
curve of oligopoly for  each rival in the market may behave in non-conformity, for example the cartel form by 

OPEC, some members country act ( non-conformist dragging the graph down ward and kinked. 

However, Oligopoly firms are more into strategic means of high sales since their price is rigid. Non price 

strategies such as: advertisement, marketing, and personal selling distribution and branding with constant price 
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(Baye, 2012). In this market, the rivalry reaction depends on the price elasticity of demand which in the gradient 

depends on change which at this position demand is kinked as illustrates graph below: 

 

A Kinked Demand Curve, illustrating   Firms actions in the Market. 

 
Source: Economics online, (2012) 

 

1.3.2 Maximising    Profit. 
If the MR and MC =Profit   Maximization      :    MC=MR 

When MC =MR = Profit MX at Point P. When MC moves to the vertical portion, the affected price is 

minimal and consumers will not gain the benefit of any cost reduction (Economics online, 2012). 

 

1.3.3 Oligopoly Underline Behaviour. 
The underline Behaviour in UK Grocery Market: Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury’s and Morrison’s Market 

Shares 76.3%, Tesco 30.0%,   (high player). Been Oligopoly with key component of (Mutual Interdependency) 

and price rigidity, when cost changes, May breach example (OPEC) such firm may loss both customers and 

profit. Thompson and Martin (2005) posit that the threats of new entrants is usually high in the market where the 
main player has higher opportunity in the industry over  rivals, any attempt of entry   by any  other firm in the 

industry, could result to reaction and counter-reactions. Tesco relied on Non-Pricing Strategies such as 

Advertisement, Marketing, and Club Card etc. Strategies are used by Firms but some Strategy outweigh.  

 

II. Demand and Action of Rivals in the Market. 
 Point   L of   Po Demand Curve C1 is based on Assumption that rivals will match any Price change, 

while C2 is based on Assumption they will not match Price change. Reason, given Price reduction, firm sell 

more if rivals do not cut Prices C2 than it will lower their Prices C1.In reduction, price increases quantity 

demanded only slightly when rival respond lowering  Price:  Similarly, if a  given price increase firm sale more 

when they maintain   Price C1 then Prices at C2 will be maintain. Tesco Pricing and selling Strategies has 

helped, against its Competitive rival in the Oligopoly Market over: Asda, Sainsbury’s Morrison’s and others 

(Baye,2010). Tesco edge its rivals in the industry C2, existing or low prices in the industry.  

 

Demand and Action of Rivals in the Market 
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2.1.1 UK Grocery Market. 

The   Market worth £156.8 billion in 2011, an increase of 3.8% in 2010 Food and beverage expenditure 

accounts for 53p in every £1 of retail spending. The report account for 88,441 Grocery Stores in the UK. These 
sectors exist in the UK Grocery they are: ( i) convenience stores ( ii)  traditional retailers (iii)  super markets. 

  (iv)   super Stores (v) hyper markets and (vi) online channel sales via internet (IGD, 2012). 

 

 
Source: IGD,   (2011). 

 

III. Oligopoly Market 
An Example of UK Grocery Market:In oligopoly, few firms are largely relative to the total industry, it’s 

the most interesting in all market structures relating it to UK Oligopoly Grocery Market. Firms in oligopoly 

setting are difficult to manage .In the  Market, Managers must consider the effects of all decisions and actions of 

other firms in the industry, and this actions of other firms in the industry will enhance great impact on the 

manager’s optimal decisions ( Baye,2010)  Hence: The Market and its entry principles is complex. The Market 

is interdependence on each other of where several firms selling differentiated products or services and 

competition  on price is high. Manager decision in the industry is very important, and firms strategy in the 
industry must be but into consideration. However, at low price firms, will lower their Prices or keep existing 

prices. An optimal decision must be taken by manager, this is typical situation experienced by the UK Grocery 

Market ( Baye, 2010). 

 

3.1.1 Perfect   Competition: 

A  Perfect Competition is a Market where the degree of perfection in the Market allows only one single 

price to prevail and exist in the market. In real life situation complete percent Price perfection is difficult mostly 

theoretical (Akrani, 2010). Perfect Competition Assumption: Large number of Firms, identical products and 

high Consumers, free entry, new firms to enter the market and existing ones to leave, no advantages of existing 

firms. it assumes buyers and sellers have perfect information about market condition (Rittenberg   and  

Tregarthen, 1996).  

 

3.1.2 Oligopoly and Perfect Competition in UK Grocery Market. 

The nature of prices in the UK grocery market is a challenge to Competitors. Tesco strategies increase 

sales and revenue for the firm even if Price remains constant.  While consumers have knowledge of all Firms in   
the Grocery Market transaction. High risk and difficult for new entrants penetrating the UK grocery market, the 

economies of scale, switch cost of firms intending to enter the Market etc. Example Tesco captured the UK 

Markets with multiform strategies of non-pricing strategy (Thompson and Martin, 2005). However, 

characteristics that distinct perfect competition is: Differentiation which undermines Perfect Competition 
Assumption by creating a barrier for Tesco response to price increase. While, in real life, Tesco have distinct 

itself by differentiation and only largely relative to the total industry as Oligopoly Firm. An important 

implication of this model to real world competition is: In UK grocery market, Tesco Total Marginal Cost 

(TMC), will not affect its profit- maximization level of output. This is contrary to monopolistic firms, which 

increase output when Total Marginal Cost (TMC) decline (Baye, 2010). 

 

3.1.3 Tesco Appeal. 

The Competition Appeal Tribunal upheld the appeal brought by Tesco challenging part of the 

Competition Commission's final report into the supply of groceries: In   the CC's recommendation:  A 

"competition test" to preventing the market dominance of large retailers: The competition appeal tribunal 
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recommends the competition test and directed the competition commission to retake making the UK groceries 

effective. However, the features that prevent, competition are: high concentration numbers of local markets 

which long persisted barriers to entry or expansion in certain local markets which limit construction of new ones 
also barriers to entry caused by control of land in some highly concentrated markets by incumbent retailers 

(Olswang, 2009). While on Tesco vs. Competitive   Commission the economic cost of competitive proportionate 

test, while this can deprive customers of their benefit of expansion. The areas of Tesco complaint are the 

possible failure on the benefit of the competition test the account of the economic costs of the test when 

examining the proportionality of the test the ompetitive commission failed to take account.  

 However, Tesco Victorious came as gap in competitive commission’s analysis in relation to costs of 

competition test. On the Second ground of appeal that the CC's proportionality analysis was flawed, the margin 

of appreciation in terms of how to assess proportionality, and assessment supermarkets are also currently subject 

to a number of investigations under Chapter I of the Competition Act 1998 number of mergers in the sector have 

also been subject to scrutiny. Indeed, Tesco has recently been ordered by the CC to implement divestment 

remedies. Though the CAT verdicts for Tesco sound victorious it sound surprise and hard to believe. However, 
summarily Tesco was victorious (Olswang, 2009).  

 

3.1.4 Tesco Pricing Strategies  

Pricing Strategy is the setting of a bench mark on the worth’s of a products or services. In setting 

pricing certain cost implication most be considered, these are (variable cost and Fixed cost). ‘’Fair Price’ are 

guide to price fixing. While the calculative means of selling out the products/service to the market on a fit price 

and the willingness of the customers to pay is the strategy in the pricing (About.com, 2012). Pricing strategies 

are based on the situation and condition in the market with consciousness of economic and competitor’s trend. 

Firms pricing strategies are adopted by managers based on the forces or system in the economy. The economic 

basis for each pricing strategy and how it can be implemented either in monopoly, monopolistic or oligopoly 

competitive market is determinant factor for firm existence. The profitability of any firm, and ability to survive 

the competing rivals in the industry, depends on the strategy adopted.  Rivalry could be less and result to more 
profit in a concentrated industries with better strategy (Baye, 2010). Tesco viable Strategies of Sustainability 

are: quality products and services, innovative skill to customers, prompt response to consumer derives, improve 

customers’ service and effective delivery, valued brand, improved Customers Services, promotional appeals, 

online market place initiative etc. pricing is key strategy to Tesco been an Oligopoly in a Grocery Market, 

‘’price is a rigid factor’’ that can’t be temper with instead emphasis on value-added products to customers, 

launching of programs to spur customers etc  (Tesco plc, 2012). 

 

3.1.5 Tesco, Non- Pricing Strategies. 

Non-Pricing Strategies is the conscious decision by business Firm  to distinguish its products or 

Services as  a strategy of selling distinct from their competitors even if price is fixed. This is one of the willingly 

effort embarked by Tesco, over the years by so sales and share increase, customers and potential customer also 
increases, Surmounting the rubric of oligopoly with price rigidity (Tags, 2011).Tesco’s non-pricing strategies 

are relevant in the UK Grocery Market and other International subsidiaries of Tesco World Wide: these are:   

strategies for increasing market shares such as advertising, strategies for sales promotion policies, programs and 

appeals. The club card strategy earning points, such buy £5, earn 1 points strategy based on patronage and 

contribution of customers which serve as a burst, to spur commitment and loyalty of customers, creating value 

in the heart of their customers as a core purpose and earn life time    loyalty, the Internet shopping and prompt 

delivery to customers branding, Packaging and Distribution, differentiation Strategy, the Magnetic Aided stripe 

card provides value information and other company   profile.  Other strategies includes: the online shopping, the 

prompt delivery, the magnetic      aided stripe card which provide value information and other company profile. 

Tesco’s vision is to satisfy and serve better, while continue remaining a giant and entry into new environment 

which is the utmost desire of a modern business (Revision Guru, 2012) 

 

IV. Tesco Challenges of Non-Pricing Strategies. 
’’The Big Price Campaign’’ In response to the strategies initiated by Tesco, Competitive rivals ( Asda 

and Sainsbury’s ‘’ Alleged Tesco strategy of 10% cheaper than its competitors is not real’’ Instead, Tesco is 

‘’robbing Peter to pay Paul’’ …Giving with the Right hand and taking with the left. First Tesco end up in ‘’price 

war’’ and saves for Tesco much.(Smoke and mirror) .’’The  Big  Price Campaign’ ’ (Baker, 2011). At £ 40’’call 
£5 thank you voucher’’ While: The Asda reward for only grocery purchase at £ 40’’call £5 thank you voucher’’ 

the condition of the reward is stiff different items one most available at other super market a stringent time 

frame of redeem (Jones, 2011). Sainsbury emphasis is on brand match: Guarantee consumers to buy their 

products, if it could be cheaper at rivalry a back in voucher difference (Jones, 2011). 
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V. Tesco Club Card 
Tesco Club Card Collects Data on Customer behavior and retailer’s ability to make the whole 

Shopping experience.  Tesco’s Card has advantage over its Competitors, such as buying trends and as results of 

Promotions, Sales uplift. Data collected by the Club Card Machine includes: New customers, existing 

Customers, brand-loyalist, buying habits of Customer in a branch, the repeated Purchase rates etc. and the 

products or service rendered in each branch and figure. This data give Tesco immediate and greater insight into 

their products and services. These capture Performances, Demand Ratio, and Figure etc. than market research. 

This aided Tesco to edge its competitors In the Oligopoly, UK Market (Humby, Hunt and Philips, 2010). 

 

5.1.1 Club Card Challenges. 

Inline to Tesco’s rivals response on the ‘’Big Price Campaign’’ and referred to ‘’Club Card as ‘’Smoke 

and Mirror’’. These undermine Club Card also: To Retain existing customers without card is cheap and cost 
effective and better strategies than card. While, unfortunately customers could also hold rivals 'cards and it 

consistently meets other appeals better off, example nectar card. However, the Club card generation relegates 

the use of approximation and focused market (Humby, Hunt and Philips, 2010). 

 

5.1.2 Demand Estimation and Club Card. 

Tesco Club Card influences Consumers buying habits by gaining more points as much   purchases are 

made which results to Commitment/loyalty of consumers and since the higher the purchases the  higher the  

points and vice versa. The points are motivator and inducement to the buyers, in line with demand estimation 

and the law of demand. Price and quantity demanded are inversely related. Club Card points rises (falls) and all 

other factors  remain constant, the quantity demanded of Club Card products falls(rises) which is the market 

demand curve. Therefore: P0- P2 less Quantity p0-p1 high Quantity, Price movement along the trend. Depicting 
relationship between DD  and Qty in the graph: Same could relate to Club Card points and the 

commitment/loyalty of Customers with Club Card. The theory relates to demand estimation (Baye, 2010). 

Demand Estimation and Theory of Demand. 

 

 
 

5.1.3 Demand Theory relate to Club card Estimation.                                                            

Tesco Club Card, attest to the loyalty and Commitment by Customers. The card is  to ascertain 

customers Perceptions of club card, and feeling valued by customers and Identify which factor has the greater 

impact on customer loyalty (Jason and Wilson, 2006). 

 

Share Price History for Tesco. 
Year- Date Open High Low Close Volume 

2012 (2Jan,2012) 404.20 412.00 294.50 ------ 4,656,582,722 

2011 (3Jan,2011) 431.55 439.90 348.95 403.45 4,262,425,638 

2010 (4Jan,2010) 427.90 455.18 368.40 425.500 4,407,396,073 

2009 (2Jan,2009) 360.00 437.05 301.40 423.00 5,534,386,583 

2008 (2Jan,2008) 473.50 482.75 283.80 360.00 8,545,201,561 

       

Source: Reuter, (2012) 
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Source: Reuter, (2012). 

 

VI. Reasons for Graphical Movement Tesco’s for 5 years Period. 
The trend and movement indicates Tesco’s Past Five years Period and Year 2012(January) with high 

value of £482.75 and the Share for the periods is £113.5 %( January2008). Calculate by Open value--Close 

Value = Value Share. Reasons in the previous years:  Recession trend on past years, for example the Economic 

Global Recession, Fluctuations in the economy, Low per capital income etc, which result to low consumption of 

consumers toward purchases and vice versa (Reuter, 2012)  

 

Share Price History for Morrison WM Supermarket. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Reuter, (2012) 

 
Source: Reuter, (2012). 

 

6.1.1 Reasons for Graphical Movement Morrison’s for 5 years Period. 
The trend and movement indicates Morrison’s Past Five years Period and Year 2012(January) with 

high value of £339.70 and the Share for the periods is £41.25 %( January2008). Calculate by Open value--Close 

Value = Value Share. Reasons in the previous years:  Recession trend on past years, for example the Economic 

Global Recession, Fluctuations in the economy, Low per capital income, which result to low consumption of 

consumers toward purchases and vice versa. : Reuter, (2012). 

 

6.1.2 Graph Indicates Trend and Movement of Sainsbury’s for 5 Years.  

 
Source: Reuter, (2012). 

Year- Date Open High Low Close Volume 

2012 (2Jan,2012) 32.80 339.70 260.50 ------ 1,764,925,583 

2011 (3Jan,2011) 269.10 326.20 261.70 326.20 2,028,212,588 

2010 (4Jan,2010) 277.00 307.10 255.80 267.60 2,083,906,287 

2009 (2Jan,2009) 279.75 298.45 233.50 274.40 2778,575,301 

2008 (2Jan,2008) 321.50 324.25 210.75 280.25 3,778,632,860 
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Share Price Performance Comparison With Ftse All Share Index. 

 
Source: Reuter, (2012). 

 

6.1.3 Share Price Performance and   FTSE All-Share index. 

Based on the FTSE- ALL Share index in the London Stock Exchange five years trend and  movement  

has raising and falling, both the FTSE and London Stock Exchange experiences sharp decline over period of 

time ( Recession) possible reasons: Global Melt down experience some years ago, resulted to low per capital 
income, inflationary rate affects the economy and decline in investment and saving (Reuter,2012). 

 

VII. Global Market Share: 
Global Market Share is a Market for channelling; saving of the general public, corporates groups for a 

productive investment with a return of appreciation of capital and ultimately helps in the economic growth and 

development. Share investment for Firms can also be in derivatives products as future options, swaps, warrant, 

company assets etc. The Global Market Share mostly associated with share market investment through stock 

exchange were Stocks and bonds and other equivalent are traded between buyers and sellers in an organised and 

contractual market through network of dealer in a deal either Primary or Secondary  Market . While Tesco 
belong to one of the leading Share Market in the World: The London Stock Exchange (Economy watch, 2010).  

 

Tesco and Rivals International Global market Share 2010. 

 
 Deloitte,    (2011). 

 

7.1.1 Concentration Ratio of Global Market:  

Schwarz = 79,119 + Costco= 76,255 +Kroger =82,189 +Tesco=92,171/51,159,788/100 =0.6%. From 

the Graph of International Global Market Percentage: Schwarz (Germany) 9.4% Highest: Second: Costco 

(US) 9.1%, thirdly: Kroger (US) 7.1% and fourthly Tesco 6.7% in 2010 Global Assessment.  Therefore by 

implication Tesco is the fourth in the World Grocery analysis (Deloitte, 2011). 

 

VIII. Reasons to Expand Retail Abroad: 
Growth and expansion are the objectives of business, to achieve these global opportunities Nations 

must be identify and pursue business intentions vigorously. Retaining  image of home business and gaining 

global advantages and curtailing pressure on domestic rivalry competition for profits which could easily result to 

price ‘’War’’  are among the reasons for business expanding international (Towers, et al., 2006). 

Potential market leadership could occur were the firm is a resource based, a well multiform strategy and 

international entrepreneurial skills and consider  cheap labour for example China. Therefore spreading risk in 

expansion becomes an opportunity for success and leadership. Putting all variables into consideration such as 

market,  efficiency, regional diversification differences in all aspect before diversify and exploit the unexploited 

environment (Andidas, 2006). 
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8.1.1  Tesco Entry Strategy to International Market. 

The  derive to enter international markets by Tesco to satisfied other subsidiaries nation and to equally 

increase market share, sales and profitability, has been the challenge. Tesco strategy to enter international like: 
Eastern Europe, Asia, China, Thailand, Japan, Czech Republic etc., was flexible a approached to succeed 

(Morrison, 2006).  

Globalisation, and global best practices are universal, for example when Tesco entered into South 

Korea in 1999,it form a joints  venture with Samsung, study the in-depth knowledge of the market, rented local 

stores, observe their local regulations and their preference taste products observed and hire their local staff, 

employing these strategies in the international market Tesco succeed  (Tesco plc , 2006) 

 

8.1.1 Tesco   Entry to new Geographic Market. 

Globalisation has aided business to adopt strategy that best fit and cost efficient toward survival in the 

new environment. Firm can enter international market through partnering wholly own or subsidiary acquisition 

(joint or equity venture). For example entry of Tesco into South Korea market .However, the choice of entry 
into international market is on the firm decisions, the best global practice strategy and then firm capability. 

Tesco strategy to these regions is summarized: Tesco approaches every entry with unique strategy in other to 

succeed in the whole region in Czech Republic for  example in 1996 Tesco entered through acquisition of K-

Mart stores, until 2010 when they franchise Zabka and Koruna stores combine global tendency with local 

realities and  understanding  local needs. Tesco strategy to these regions was conservative entry mode of store 

by store acquisitions: Small Stores of convenience Stores in Hungary, Super market in Poland, departmental 

Stores in Slovakia. Though, Strategy of entry succeed, but Tesco acquire relative small benefit, invariably start-

up capital are less and minimal risk (Tower, et al., 2006). 

In conclusion, Tesco Plc, an example of Oligopoly,  in the industry has been exposed in detail. Based 

on the Strategies analyse and other relevant economics, successful business decision are drawn.    
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